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we are part of the solution regulating irregular migration
[Chairman’s message] [Greece will need around 4,000 staff]

HeDA and all us members - organisations, professionals and individuals - are
strongly attached to the Greek market
that still undergoes the consequences of a severe economic crisis. Τhe
unfavorable environment is now even
more burdened by a flood of migrants
and refugees, who during the last 12
months seek shelter in our country. Unfortunately, it seems
as if, at least for the time being, European and International
policymakers had no success in implementing an efficient
mass relocation program. Therefore it is now more than
certain that the Refugee Crisis will severely impact one of the
last resorts of the Greek economy, the tourism industry.
Today, more than ever, Greece is in need of advertisers and
not of defamers. Greece needs ambassadors of each and
every positive aspect the country has to offer: the beauty of
our landscapes, the legacy of our civilization, the drive and
innovation of young entrepreneurship expressed through
numerous and promising start-ups, as well as the world’s
largest commercial fleet and a rapidly growing agro-economy.
Us, HeDA members have both the potential and the
opportunity to develop bilateral and international relations
and responsibly promote and encourage the multiple and
unique features of Greece, focusing on those attributes that
will encourage a better understanding of the country and it’s
culture.
We should underline inwards and on every occasion that
entrepreneurship is not a multinational demon, but the only
solution towards stabilization, investments and the creation of
new jobs. Furthermore almost all multinational groups show
great respect to local management and have maintained their
position in Greece, regardless of the unfavorable financial and
fiscal circumstances. It is thus our duty to keep on trying to
inverse this negative attitude and promote a positive towards
business environment.
HeDA is already working on this project, via a detailed
approach of our Member’s facts and figures, aiming to identify
the full scope of our contribution as investors, key employers
and innovators, that is realised through our constantly
upgraded business plans. During May we will also be present
at the 15th East Med Yacht Show, a perfect occasion to
enhance and promote this very popular, in Holland, and
alternative vacation option.
Wishing you all a Happy Easter!
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George Kotsalos

On 18 March, following on from the EU-Turkey Joint Action Plan activated on 29
November 2015 and the 7 March EU-Turkey statement, the European Union and
Turkey decided to end the irregular migration from Turkey to the EU. The agreement targets the people smugglers’ business model and removes the incentive to
seek irregular routes to the EU, in full accordance with EU and international law.
The EU and Turkey agreed that:
1) All new irregular migrants crossing from Turkey to the Greek islands as of 20
March 2016 will be returned to Turkey;
2) For every Syrian being returned to Turkey from the Greek islands, another Syrian will be resettled to the EU; People who do not have a right to international
protection will be immediately returned to Turkey.
The legal framework for these returns is the bilateral readmission agreement between Greece and Turkey. From 1 June 2016, this will be succeeded by the EUTurkey Readmission Agreement, following the entry into force of the provisions
on readmission of third country nationals of this agreement. The Commission
estimates the costs of the practical implementation of the agreement to be around
€280 million euro over the next six months.
The EU will support Greece to put in place the necessary human resources, infrastructure and reception capacity in order to carry out registrations appeals processes and large scale return operations. In particular, the hotspots in the islands
in Greece will need to be adapted – with the current focus on registration and
screening before swift transfer to the mainland replaced by the objective of implementing returns to Turkey.
• Emergency assistance
Since the beginning of 2015, Greece has been awarded €181 million in emergency
assistance. For 2016, the Commission has significantly increased the emergency
assistance budget under the Asylum Migration and Integration Fund (AMIF) and
the Internal Security Fund (ISF) - the total amount of emergency funding available
in 2016 for the refugee crisis now stands at €464 million. €267 million has been
earmarked for Greece, out of which €193,7 million is still available to support the
Greek authorities and International Organisations operating in Greece in managing
the refugee and humanitarian crisis, provided requests for financing are submitted
to the Commission. This funding can be made available for the needs of reception
centres on the islands, as well as support for return operations (transport and accompanying measures). This funding can also be used for the temporary deployment of additional Greek staff or Member States’ experts deployed to Greece.
The Commission awarded an additional €30.5 million from the available emergency funding for Greece to support the Greek Ministry of Defence in providing
shelter, accommodation, food and health care to refugees.
continued on page 2
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is the door open to limited debt relief?

[German leaders seek to make the three-year aid program work according to Bloomberg News]
German lawmakers say they expect Greece and its creditors
to reach an accord to unlock further bailout funds, avoid a debt
cut and meet Chancellor Angela Merkel’s demand that the
International Monetary Fund take part in the aid program.
In a turnaround from last year, when mainstream German
politicians lined up to advocate booting Greece out of the euro,
lawmakers and officials in Berlin now say they’re counting on
a deal. While the slow pace of talks has raised speculation of
another Greek budget crunch in July, Germany policy makers see
the Greek dilemma as eminently solvable compared with strife
over migration and the threat of the U.K. leaving the European
Union.
QuickTake Greece’s Financial Odyssey

“The EU has so many issues it can’t agree on these days, including
the refugee crisis,” said Ingrid Arndt-Brauer, a Social Democrat
who chairs the German lower house’s finance committee. “At
least on Greece one can hope for an agreement. We’ve always
managed to reach one in the past.”
Underpinning that view is Merkel’s open door to limited debt
relief and her determination to avoid destabilizing Greece as it
struggles at the frontline of Europe’s refugee crisis. After Merkel
and IMF Managing Director Christine Lagarde discussed Greece in
Berlin on Tuesday, the chancellor said negotiations are “on a very
sensible path” though more work was needed for an agreement.
“As in the past, there will ultimately be a deal with the IMF on
debt relief, without calling it debt relief,” Carsten Linnemann, a
member of Merkel’s Christian Democratic Union who voted
against the latest Greek aid package in July, said in an interview.
Rising Yields
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continued from page 1

Greece’s 10-year bond yield climbed 3 basis points to 8.94 percent
, the highest in four weeks, after animosity between Prime Minister
Alexis Tsipras and the IMF flared.

Any deal will have to mesh Greek austerity measures, the IMF’s
pressure for debt relief and Merkel’s opposition to writing off any
principal on Greek aid loans. Yet as German leaders seek to make
the three-year aid program work, the days when Finance Minister
Wolfgang Schaeuble dangled Greece out of the euro during last
year’s bailout talks are gone. “We always said there’s flexibility” on
how Greece could meet its bailout targets, said Eckhardt Rehberg,
the CDU’s policy spokesman on the lower house’s budget
committee. “That still applies.” That could include measures to
boost government revenue, such as curbing tax evasion, rather
than painful cuts in social programs, Rehberg said. Schaeuble
suggested last month that the overseers of Greece’s third bailout
by its euro-area partners find a way to take into account Greek
domestic opposition to cuts in retirement benefits.
Avoiding ‘Chaos’

Euro-area governments are reviewing whether to release the
second installment of an 86-billion-euro ($98 billion) bailout for
Greece, which faces a 2.3 billion-euro payment coming due on
July 20. IMF aid would be separate from the European bailout.
Merkel swung behind another bailout for Greece last July and
put political capital on the line to win the German parliament’s
required approval. Appetite for letting the euro area’s mostindebted member tumble out of the currency union has faded
since, with Merkel saying in February that Europe can’t let the
refugee crisis plunge Greece into “chaos” after helping keep the
country in the euro.
Wayne Bowers, international chief investment officer at Northern
Trust Asset Management in London, shares the German view.
“We will expect some kind of solution,” he said in a Bloomberg
Television interview. “My expectation is that perhaps we will
be disappointed going through the summer. But there will be a
solution that will be presented, put in play and negotiated over
the coming weeks.” V

regulating irregular migration
• F unding available under the Greek multiannual National

Programmes
The emergency funding comes on top of the €509 million already
allocated to Greece under the national programmes for 2014-2020
(€294.5 million from AMIF and €214.7 million from ISF).
Frontex funding
€60 million euro is available in funding for return operations, including
the reimbursement of the costs of Frontex return experts, the reimbursement of transport costs (including vessels made available through
Frontex) and the reimbursement of police officers for return escorts (including police officers seconded by other Member States on the basis of
bilateral police cooperation agreements).
EASO funding
Under the budget of the European Asylum Support Office, €1.9 million (additional allocations are foreseen) is available to support Member
States under particular pressure in 2016 with the funding of for example
case worker and judges and part of the mobile containers.
Emergency Assistance mechanism
On 2 March, the Commission proposed an Emergency Assistance in-

strument, providing €700 million over the next three years, to be used
within the European Union to provide a faster, more targeted response
to major crises, including helping Member States cope with large numbers of refugees. The estimated needs for 2016 are €300 million with a
further €200 million each for use in 2017 and 2018, respectively.
At the same time the Royal Netherlands Navy frigate HNLMS Van Amstel will contribute in a NATO mission in combat against human trafficking. It will be operating in the Aegean seas up to July 2016. The HNLMS
Van Amstel is named after Jan van Amstel, a famous Dutch commander
from the 17th century. Embassy staff visited the ship on March 29, the day
before it headed direction to the Greek island of Chios. V
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NN Hellas welcomes new CEO

[Mrs Politopoulou joins NN Hellas from the National Bank of Greece]

Marianna Politopoulou will be appointed CEO of NN Hellas as of 1 May 2016, subject to
regulatory approval. She will succeed Luis Miguel Gomez, who will be moving to a new
position within NN Group. Details of his new appointment will be shared in due course.
Mrs. Politopoulou joins NN Hellas from the National Bank of Greece, where she was General
Manager Group Retail Collections. During her career, Mrs. Politopoulou has held several senior
management positions at, amongst others, EFG Eurobank, where she was CEO Group Retail
Collections from 2005 to 2010, Credit Agricole Indosuez Luxembourg and Inchape Hellas
Group. Her knowledge from both the financial industry as well as the retail banking market
will help her successfully implement the NN vision and strategy, while further enhancing the
company’s position in the Greek market.
Luis Miguel Gomez successfully led NN Hellas as CEO since 2012. His leadership helped NN
Hellas navigate successfully through the Greek crisis and has grown the business to being the
2nd in market share for Life and Health insurance in Greece. V

Greenhouses and Agro logistics

[Netherlands Embassy publishes Market Special on Horticulture & Greenhouses]
Worthwhile to take notice of the publication of a brand new Market Special: “Greece –
Developments in the Greek Horticulture Sector: Greenhouses and Agro logistics”. It is drafted
by Kantor Management Consultants S.A. and coordinated and commissioned by the Netherlands
Embassy in Athens. We express our gratitude for the valuable contributions from key people and
sector experts: Mr. Katsanos, Mr. Haitas, Mr. Choudalis and Enterprise Greece.
Are you a Greek, Dutch or foreign investor, working in the agricultural sector, or otherwise interested
in greenhouses, horticulture and agribusiness? Are you searching for business opportunities in
Greece? Take a look inside the study or download it from the embassies’ website. A summary can
be found on the second page! V
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INTERAMERICAN a pioneer in agricultural insurance
George Kotsalos, CEO of INTERAMERICAN, recently announced the company’s intention to insurance activities in the agricultural sector. Given
the importance of agriculture to the Greek economy and the inherent insurance risks, Mr Kotsalos noted that INTERAMERICAN will be entering
the sector with cautious steps. He added that the
company has a significant advantage due to the
know-how of its shareholders - the Dutch company ACHMEA - which has agricultural roots dating back to over 200 years.
Initially, the company aims at covering contract farmers in cooperation with food processing companies,
agricultural cooperatives and banks. INTERAMERICAN insurance programmes will supplement the
existing coverage provided by the Hellenic Organization of Agricultural Insurances
(ELGA). Thousands of farmers
have becoming
involved in con-

tract farming and INTERAMERICAN will insure buildings and installations, greenhouses, crops, cargo, vehicles,
machinery and third party liabilities. The company is also
considering offering livestock insurance in a subsequent
phase. The potential market for agricultural insurances
is significant and is inexorably linked to the growth of
contract farming. V
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The Greek Agenda

90 years of Shell in Greece

Eurogroup President Jeroen
Dijsselbloem (photo) comments
on the Greek Agenda, following
the Eurogroup meeting of 7
March 2016:
«The first topic on our agenda
was Greece. We discussed the
state of play, in particular of course
of the first review, what the next
steps could be. The outcome of
that is that the mission chiefs will
return to Athens. I’m not sure
when exactly, perhaps already
tomorrow. There is enough common ground, enough preparation
has been done for their mission to continue, hopefully to work
towards a successful completion. We realise that if we want to
complete, fully comply to what has been agreed this summer, more
work will have to be done. So the first outcome of the Eurogroup
today is that the mission chiefs will return to Athens, the second
one is that we stressed that more work needs to be done, more
effort needs to be put in for that to be a good outcome. There are
still fiscal gaps to be filled and some of the reforms will have to be
deepened.
So we called on both the institutions but specifically also on the
Greek government to deliver that extra effort. On their return,
which of course we don’t know when that will be, we will have to
take a political decision which also concerns the issue of debt and
debt management, debt relief. As you know, we have a longstanding
promise that if the Greek government fulfils its commitments in
the programme and delivers a primary surplus, we will do what is
necessary to make the annual debt surplus manageable, and that
today also in Eurogroup we have realised and made explicit that
that discussion is going to be on our table in the near future. So we
will seriously try to bring those work strands together in the coming
months. So that’s where we are on Greece and work will continue.
We have a joint interest to do it as quickly as possible.
Secondly, we had a broad discussion on the success and the
finalisation of the Cypriot programme. Our Cypriot colleague
had quite an interesting presentation showing all the good results
that have come from the sometimes difficult measures and deep
reforms that have taken place in Cyprus. The programme now
comes to an end at the end of this month. The same will go for the
IMF part of the programme that actually had a different ending date,
but will also come to an end at the end of March. We have issued
a statement on that. There is still one prior action outstanding, but
overall the Cypriot authorities have delivered a very very good job.
Cyprus can now fund itself and many of the fiscal, financial and
structural reforms undertaken have put Cyprus back on a path of
sustainable growth. And they are very determined to hold on to
that accomplishment and to tackle the remaining challenges. So,
many compliments to Cyprus on that achievement.» V

The year 2016 marks 90 years for Shell in Greece. On the occasion of its
90th anniversary, George Thomaidis, General Manager at Coral S.A., the
official Shell licensee for the Greek market, stated: «We are really proud
of the long history of the Shell brand name and network in Greece. For 90
years we have been driven by our vision and aspiration to be the customers’
first choice, offering them top quality products and services at competitive
prices. It is on this very basis we are acting on while moving forward in a
dynamic manner».
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[Ιnstitutions and the Greek Government
have to deliver extra effort]

[90 years of innovation, quality products & services
focusing on people]

The history of the brand in Greece started on the 3rd of May 1926 when
Shell (Hellas) Ltd. was first established. The company continued to operate
as a branch office until May 1995 when it became Shell Hellas S.A. The
shares of Shell were acquired by Motor Oil Hellas S.A. in June 2010. It
was within that context Coral S.A. was set up to ensure continuity as the
successor to Shell Hellas S.A., carry the trademark and reserve the right to
sell products in the Greek market.
As the company celebrates the 90th anniversary of its active presence in the
Greek market, its network consists of 700 retail stations carrying out 150,000
daily transactions, i.e. 54 million transactions a year, thus making it the leader
in the Greek market with its ever-growing market share and the Shell truck
fleet covering a total distance of 11.5 million km a year to cater consistently
to the market’s needs.
Throughout this long period of time, growth for Shell and its trademark
has counted on human capital and innovation. Currently, Coral S.A. has

hundreds of staff on its payroll and, moreover, provides opportunities and
scope to dozens of thousands who are indirectly involved in and influenced
by its activities. In addition, the Shell network of retail stations, always in the
avant-garde, was the first to launch and consolidate the use of differentiated
fuels through V-Power, along with customer loyalty cards, such as the Shell
Smart Club card but also Euroshell, the corporate fuel card of approx.
100,000 monthly transactions for more than 2,500 companies.
Looking to the future, this company is in the unique position of combining
the know-how of Shell, the multinational parent company, with the
dynamics of one of the most important and sizeable business groups in
Greece. As a result, it is able to enforce a flexible and resilient strategy which
sets it apart from the rest of the competition on all levels and allows it to
adjust to the ever-changing market conditions. It is against this backdrop
that the company systematically invests in network growth, state-of-the-art
technologies and customer-friendly services, integrated systems for quality
and quantitative control as well as training.

«We have been successful in coping with the particularly difficult challenges
the crisis created in Greece. We managed to cope because of the hard work
and commitment of our people and partners but also thanks to the trust
of our shareholders», said G. Thomaidis, who added: «Today we are in a
position to take an optimistic look at the future as we pursue and implement
our ambitious goals and plans. We have been here for 90 years and we are
headed for another 90 years of providing Greek consumers with top-notch
services and products while supporting the Greek society overall». V
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Greece is a sexy country!

[All you wanted to know about Greece and were afraid to ask…]
The SEV Chairman, Mr. Theodore Fessas, gives unique
answers to important questions, concerning the Greek
situation, aroused when thinking about doing business
in Greece. As he comments in the introduction of his
presentation «After all, Greece is a sexy country!»
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1. Is Greece unreformable?
Certainly not! Reforming the country requires both complex fiscal
adjustments and structural reforms. On the adjustment field there
are solid and impressive results, putting Greece second among our
peers. In the structural reforms field most of the design work has
been done and some progress has been achieved, but still there is
a lot of catching up with other European countries. Therefore, it is
imperative to increase the pace of the implementation.
2. Why then Greece isn’t out of the woods yet?
For many reasons! Primarily our political system is characterized
by clientelism, populism and lack of consensus. These have proven
toxic in all aspects of society, institutions, economy, governance,
accelerating a downward spiral. Greek society shares, of course
a substantial part of responsibility. There are however signs of
gradual realization that the hard working people can not subsidize
free riders anymore. To give an example, 66% of the tax payers
contribute less than 3% of income taxes, while an employee with
a company cost of €30,000 eventually receives less than 50% of
his gross income, after social contribution and taxes.
3. Why so much policy ineffectiveness?
Because of the double fault effect. Wrong people implemented
in the wrong way. The lenders focused too much in closing the
fiscal gap and Greek governments chose a policy mix that was
largely unsustainable for the recovery of the economy. Overtaxation of the compliant taxpayers and lack of effective measures
to combat tax evasion, have been key pillars of the revenue side
program. On the expenditure side, maintaining public sector
employees and pension privileges, have been the main driver of
political parties. This has been accommodated by institutions to
the detriment of structural reforms. Moreover, the limited political
ownership of the program and poor public administration, hinder
effective policy implementation. Realization of this double fault
by all parties involved is now needed, in order to lead gamechanging policies. Intensive technical assistance and guidance can
bring significant added value.
4. Can Greece recover outside the Euro?
You might actually be concerned with a different question, for
example if GREXIT is still on the table? I believe it’s not! But before
going there, first you have to understand why GREXIT is not an
option. Greece cannot benefit from a large step depreciation, as
the export product space is rather unsophisticated. Hyperinflation
and impoverishment would be the most likely outcome of a
GREXIT. Especially given the weal institutions and the extreme
political forces to be unleashed out of such a dramatic incident. All
these are widely acknowledged
by the Greeks and despite high
unemployment and severe
austerity, the vast majority of
society
supports
Greece
staying in Eurozone.

5. Is there a Greek entrepreneurial class?
Yes there is! It is a miracle that Greek business is still standing
tall, following an economic Armageddon for 7 consecutive years.
Lack of financing, high interest rates, extreme uncertainty, capital
controls, huge taxation burdens and prohibitive non wage costs,
have created a hostile business environment, but eventually the
few healthy Greek businesses survived and became stronger. All
the above show the existence of a dynamic and resilient business
activity in Greece, which is supported by an innovative, talented
and highly educated manpower. A transformation towards bigger,
more organized and outward-looking businesses is needed.
6. Are there investment opportunities in Greece today?
Yes, plenty! Greece has very significant growth potential, with
unique and sustainable competitive advantages, stemming
from it’s geography, culture, manpower, entrepreneurial skills
and business track record. Sectors like tourism, logistics, silver
economy, agriculture, manufacturing, IT (code & surf) can be
really vibrant. Distressed assets and privatization program also
present substantial investment opportunities. Such growth will be
amplified from the spring board effect that will definitely happen,
once trust comes back. What is needed is confidence and a
business friendly environment.
7. Is there any low-hanging fruit in the current program?
Certainly! Privatizations, NPLs and strategic investment to
be financed under the “Juncker initiative”, provide promising
opportunities. Moreover, devalued assets like shares of healthy
companies listed in the Athens Stock Exchange and premium real
estate, represent immediate investment opportunities.
8. After all, why Greece matters?
I trust my message is clear so far: Greece should be considered
an investment destination. But, are IRR and short term financial
returns the only reasons to invest in a country? Should also wider,
long term sustainable returns be consider? The road to recovery
drives through a better understanding of our true strengths and
weaknesses. There has been an acknowledgement by most
Greeks and political parties that there is no easy way out of crisis.
The country is blessed by it’s geopolitical location, it’s cultural and
historical heritage and is and always be an integral part of Europe!
Global challenges like the current Middle East crisis proves it, in
the most undisputable way! After all globalization asks for more
Europe, not less. V
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ONEX Group awards students of I.M. Panagiotopoulos School
[for winning the first place in the European film contest for students about nanotechnology]
ONEX and the Group’s nanotechnology company Glonatech awarded the
students of I.M. Panagiotopoulos School for winning the first place in the
European film contest for students about nanotechnology. The event took
place on February 22nd, 2016 at ONEX Group headquarters in Greece.
ONEX Vice President and General Manager of Glonatech Mr John Pashalidis
offered an honorary plaque to the School’s Deputy Director stating that:
«It is a great pleasure to award and to support Greek students who excel
abroad and win distinctions and awards for our country in international
competitions. Thank you for your cooperation and wish you all the best for
the future».
Mrs Makrigianni, Deputy Director of I.M. Panagiotopoulos School, was
really grateful for the honor and cooperation and stressed: «We feel great
satisfaction and pleasure that a company like Glonatech accepted our
invitation to work with us and award bith our students and us for this effort».
After that, the students who participated in the production of the film which
won the first prize in the European contest received their awards as well.
The President & CEO of ONEX Group Mr Panos Xenokostas sent his
message from New York, welcoming the efforts of the students community
and congratulated the team of I.M. Panagiotopoulos School for this distinction.
The IT Manager of I.M. Panagiotopoulos School, press reporters, ONEX Top
Management and Glonatech’s scientists who participated in the video also
attended the event.
Glonatech’s activities in nanotechnology and advanced materials and its
recent global success to win a place among the top 5 «clean» technologies in
the world with innovative product for oil spills cleaning attracted the interest
of the students, who decided to participate in the European school contest
by creating a video for Glonatech. The excellent cooperation between the

Hoovers, a productivity tool

[ICAP Group introduces a market leading product]
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ICAP Group is the leading provider in Business Information and
Credit Risk Services in Greece. With a strong presence in the
Southeast Europe region and offices in 5 Greek cities, ICAP
GROUP provides data for 3.2 million companies in Bulgaria,
Romania, Serbia, Bosnia & Herzegovina and Cyprus. For the
last 5 years, ICAP Group is the Exclusive Representative of the
largest global network of Business Information and Credit Risk
Management, Dun & Bradstreet.
ICAP Group is excited to introduce Hoovers, a multi-purpose
productivity tool of Dun & Bradstreet’s product portfolio.
Hoovers is the market leader product in business information,
providing data on more than 90 million companies and 100
million people throughout 900 industry segments.
It provides insight on industries, companies and executives
combined with time-saving tools to enhance revenue growth.
It makes your job easier, no matter your function. Whether
you are in Sales, Marketing, Business Development, or another
role, our insight gives you an informed perspective so that you
can aim high and achieve your desired results.
Hoovers is the solution to cover needs such as:
(a) markets to target for growth;
(b) specific companies to target in those markets and
(c) 
customers who present the best up-sell and cross-sell
opportunities
All company, industry, and contact information is researched,
written, and reviewed regularly by in-house Editorial staff,
providing real insight by real people and adding a human
touch to it. V

students and the company’s research team gave the
first place in the Greek participation.
GLONATECH is a pioneer company in the development
of advanced materials and nanotechnology applications.
Through investments in research and development in the
last years the company has become one of the three top
companies producing carbon nanotubes on an industrial
scale in Europe. Glonatech has its own production unit
in the Industrial Area of Lamia in Greece, while part
of its research and laboratory activities operates in the
Technological Park NCSR Demokritos. V
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Go In Athens!
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[To exit the crisis, Greece needs a strong chain of extroversion]
In an effort to further support the internationalization and
competitiveness of Greek Enterprises, Eurobank successfully concluded its 6th Go International Business Delegation
in Athens, under the distinctive title “Go in Athens”. Go
in Athens was under the auspices of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and was co-organized with all major Export Associations of Greece (Panhellenic Exporters Association-PSE, Greek
International Business Association-SEVE and Exporters’ Association of Crete-EAC), SEV-Hellenic Federation of Enterprises,
and SETE- Greek Tourism Confederation. In addition, the
initiative enjoyed the support of major bilateral Chambers of
Commerce, including the Dutch-Hellenic Association of Commerce.
During the Go in Athens event, more than 100 Greek exporting companies of the Food & Beverages and the Cosmetics
industry came in contact with 50 prominent international buyers from 11 countries (Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Italy,
Spain, Canada, China, Great Britain, Netherlands and Sweden).
During the event more than 1.300 B2B meetings were completed, while the participants had the opportunity to introduce
their products to international counterparties and establish the
ground for mutually beneficial relationships.
In the Forum that held during the event, Greek Deputy Foreign Minister, Mr. Dimitris Mardas noted: “Among other things,
we aim at enhancing business extroversion, promoting Greece
in international markets as a country producing and exporting
quality products and services, as well as expanding Greek business activity into new markets”.
Mr. Fokion Karavias, Eurobank CEO, emphasized in his speech:
“We are ready to stand by you, providing consultation and
financing, because we believe in the power, the creativity and
the intelligence of sound Greek entrepreneurship”.
“To exit the crisis, Greece needs a strong chain of extroversion running all the way from the primary sector, manufacturing, tourism, transport and the financial sector through to the
official State. Go International at first and now Go In Athens
are a shining example of a globally-oriented public, private and
banking sector partnership,” stated Mrs Christina Sakelaridis,
President of the Panhellenic Exporters Association.
The forum commenced with a greeting by Mr. Kostas Vassiliou,
Eurobank General Manager and Head of Group Corporate &
Investment Banking, who focused on the high turnout. “Given
the current economic conjuncture in Greece, this response
is extremely hopeful in terms of the prospects of the Greek
economy, proving that, despite the crisis, there is room for
substantial efforts to grow.”
Eurobank Deputy General Manager and Chief Economist, Mr.
Platon Monokrousos, presented an analysis of the Greek economy entitled “Macroeconomic prospects, exporting performance and what is necessary to strengthen investment and the
extroversion of the Greek
economy”.
A discussion followed, with
the participation of Mr.
Alkiviadis Kalabokis, Presi-

dent of the Exporters’ Association of Crete, and Dr. Kyriakos
Loufakis, President of the Greek International Business Association. The Buyers were represented in the discussion panel by
Mr. Evagoras Mavromatis, founder and CEO of La Table de la
Mediterranée, one of the biggest catering companies in France.
Special attention was drawn to the presence and statements
made by Deputy Vice-Chairwoman of Guangzu Group, Mrs
Wei Liu, who represented one of the major business groups
in China. V
For more information on Go in Athens, you may visit
“Go in Athens 2016” community@www.Exportgate.gr
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Cause Marketing Seminar

Wellness at Hiltonia Spa

[Where profit meets purpose, by Global Sustain] [Hilton Athens launches its collaboration with
Germaine de Capuccini]

Situated in the South of Spain, Germaine de Capuccini has developed some
of the world’s most talked about skincare formulations, found in the most
exclusive beauty salons and spas throughout the world. The successful
combination of natural active ingredients with cutting edge technology
has enabled the company to bring some of the most influential skin care
products and professional spa therapies the beauty industry has ever seen.
From now on, you can try the premium products and treatments offered
by Germaine de Capuccini exclusively in Athens at Hiltonia Spa.
The new impressive menu features a wide range of Jacuzzi therapies,
such as the “Cleopatra Jacuzzi” with milk proteins and marine collagen,
the “Vitamin C Therapy” with Japanese plum, the “Diamond Noir” using
the power and energy of precious stones, the “Olive Body Exfoliation”
with argan oil, olive seeds, grape seeds and orange water and the “Red
Grape Wrap” body mask with grape extract, a highly effective lipolytic
ingredient, providing 30 times the effect of caffeine. Each massage consists
of products that contain natural soothing ingredients such as cinnamon,
nutmeg, sesame, almond and saffron, while the experienced Hiltonia Spa
team has created special sessions for women who are pregnant, or who
have just given birth, as well as for men.
If you are looking for an original and highly effective relaxation experience,
make sure to try the “Mediterranean Wish” with 4 hands, a holistic massage
therapy that doubles the pleasure, having two therapists massaging you
simultaneously! V

Global Sustain in Collaboration with Sympraxis Team
present “Mr. Goodvertising” Thomas Kolster (photo) in
an all-day training seminar entitled “Cause Marketing:
Where Profit Meets Purpose”. The seminar will be held on
April 21, at the NJV Plaza, Syntagma Square, Athens. The
seminar is open to professionals and academia and the
participants will have the opportunity to learn about trends
and secrets of cause marketing, through successful case
studies and techniques, presented by the internationally
renowned and prestigious speaker, author and founder of
“The Goodvertising Agency” and “WhereGoodGrows”,
Thomas Kolster. The seminar offers a unique training
experience and targeted knowledge to all participants who For more information, call 210 7281801 or visit http://www.germaine-de-capuccini.com
will have the opportunity to understand concepts such as:
the value of cause marketing, strengthening the corporate
image and the brand image, the identification in the minds
of consumers with the image of socially conscious company,
and financial performance. The carbon neutral seminar
is addressed to all professionals involved in corporate
responsibility and sustainability, including Sustainability/
CSR managers, Marketing, Public Relations, Public Affairs,
Corporate Communication managers, NGOs, the academic
community, students etc. Members of the Association are
entitled to 15% discount of the original prices. V
For registration: info@globalsustain.org.

Corporate Profiles (new, regular and subscription members)
GREEN S.A. was established in 2009, being one of the first Greek companies to supply and trade
power. GREEN is a member of Vassiliades Group of companies along with Antipollution SA and
KAFSIS S.A, which are active in the energy and environmental fields.
Since its establishment, GREEN has kept growing, playing a major role in the energy sector in Greece
as well as in the broader region of Southeast Europe. Expanding further, GREEN established three
companies: GREEN Energy Trading DOO Beograd in Serbia, GREEN Energy Trading DOOEL in
Skopje and GREEN Energy Trading in Albania and is already trading power with
more than 50 active partners, utilities and exchanges in Europe. Today, GREEN
and our new Subscription Member
represents a large number of industrial, commercial and residential consumers,
by offering simple tariffs, transparent billing and personalized customer service. V

• Mr. NICHOLAS A. DAVID
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GREEK ENVIRONMENTAL & ENERGY NETWORK SA
57, Akti Miaouli Str, 185 36 Piraeus
www.green.com.gr - info@green.com.gr

LLM (Advocaat)
17 (9th floor), Agias Glykerias str., Galatsi-Athens 111 47
T+30 211 2168839, nadavidlaw@gmail.com
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15th East Med Yacht Show: The Anniversary Edition
HeDA looks forward to
welcoming all members to the the
15th consecutive year of this highly
regarded yachting celebration
which has attracted thousands
of visitors since its inception.
This pioneer event continues to
provide visitors with the exciting
opportunity to see and understand more about Greek yachting related
products and services. Greece’s finest motor yachts, catamarans, sail
boats and motor sailors, which represent the country’s top industries of
tourism and yachting, will be showcased along the waterfront.
Educational seminars, presentations and networking events will
take place during the show, giving all involved the opportunity to
comprehensively be informed about tourism and the charter market
not only in Greece but worldwide.

Marina Zeas is wonderfully located just a mile from the center of
Athens. Breathtaking scenery combined with an amazing range of
yachts, crystal clear waters, and waterfront adorned with shops, cozy
cafes, typical tavernas and entertainment venues make this mooring a
favourite destination for motor and sail yachting enthusiasts alike.
The 15th East Med Yacht Show will be open for Charter Brokers, Travel
& Yachting Professionals, Media Representatives and individuals who
love Yachting and all it represents to the alluring country of Greece.
Yacht viewing will begin on Friday the 13th May 2016 and end on
Tuesday the 18th May 2016. HeDA will be present with a kiosk and will
participate throughout all the events of the East Med Yacht Show. V
For more information please visit:
http://www.eastmedyachtshow.gr/
FACEBOOK PAGE: EAST MED YACHT SHOW
INSTAGRAM: EASTMEDYACHTSHOW
Email: info@eastmedyachtshow.gr
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For Press Releases, Articles,
Advertisements & Subscriptions,
please contact Mrs. Konstantina
Oikonomou, Executive Secretary:
t +30 210 6166590, f +30 210 6166449
mail: heda@otenet.gr
website: www.heda.com.gr
Hellenic-Dutch Association,
18 Nik. Zekakou & K. Karamanli Str.
151 25 Maroussi, Attica, Greece

This edition is supported by:
ABN AMRO BANK, ΑΤΗΕΝΙΑΝ BREWERY, CARGLASS,
CORAL, FRIESLANDCAMPINA, INTERAMERICAN
(ACHMEA), KLM ROYAL DUTCH AIRLINES,
NN HELLAS, PHILIPS, UNILEVER & VIVECHROM
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• LOYALTY CLUB OF HEDA - MEMBER TO MEMBER OFFERS
http://www.heda.com.gr/members/member-to-member-offers-loyalty-club

All HEDA members have the opportunity to offer their services or products, at special
members’ rates, to other members of the Association. The offers will be posted on the
«Loyalty» page of our website: Loyalty Club Of Heda.
Send your offers now at heda@otenet.gr

• Facebook: www.facebook.com/hellenic.dutch.association
• Become A Member: http://www.heda.com.gr/members/become-a-member

